
How would you write a history of music without reference to masterworks, and what 
issues would be at stake? 
 
Music history is traditionally presented as a history of musical compositions, its backbone 
being a succession of so-called ‘masterworks’: revered pieces written by great composers. 
But this composition-oriented approach fails to recognise the complex network of 
sociocultural processes within which music is situated, and it also excludes anyone not 
recognised as a (great) composer. We should attempt to remedy this by shifting the focus 
back to performances of music and the many diverse activities that surround them. 
 
The convention of referring to music as discrete ‘works’ is actually a rather novel idea, 
dating only from the early romantic period. Lydia Goehr argues in The Imaginary Museum of 
Musical Works that this concept took shape at around 1800.1 At this time, composers’ 
emancipation from the system of aristocratic patronage afforded them the freedom to write 
music for only themselves, as individuals, and increasingly consumerist business practices 
nudged music towards being perceived as a good that was produced, distributed and finally 
consumed. A clear hierarchy was established between composer, performer, and listener, 
with the composer, as originator of the ‘product’, seated firmly at the top. Consider some of 
the attitudes and practices in play today: it is taken as an indication of a good performance 
when the audience seems to notice only the composition, and not the performer;2 
musicians play from memory to give the impression that they are conveying something 
transcendent or outside of themselves; and lastly, we wear black to ensure the total erasure 
of the self. 
 
Before the attitude of the work concept became widespread among those interacting with 
music, composers were almost always performers too, and they often attended the first 
performance of their new piece to ensure its practical success and to advise the musicians 
on any details not included in the score, which demonstrates the extent of change that has 
occurred – now the score is central to our understanding of the music, and we are therefore 
able to perform works by long-dead composers. 
 
Much of this paradigm shift surrounding the role of the composer has been attributed to 
Beethoven. Indeed, he was one of the first composers to concern himself with posterity, 
attempting to convince publishers to create definitive editions of his music to correct 
erroneous editions published earlier in his lifetime.3 Likewise, the increasingly precise and 
detailed markings in scores (including newly developed metronome markings) indicate how 
composers were beginning to leave fewer details ambiguous to the performer. 
 
This new obsession with scores might seem fanatic and somewhat far-fetched from today, 
but consider how modern Urtext editions, such as those of Henle, claim to provide “the 
undistorted and authoritative musical text”.4 This language is the “rhetoric of authority” 
discussed by Nicholas Cook.5 It implies that the original version is the most ‘pure’ or correct 
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version because it has not been tainted by the imposed interpretations of subsequent 
performers and editors, and thus allows us to access some sort of absolute truth contained 
within. I will return to this argument later. 
 
Traditional histories of music are dominated by compositions and are structured around a 
particular set of so-called masterworks. They comprise what is commonly referred to as ‘the 
canon’. A naïve reader could be forgiven for thinking that these pieces are the history of 
music in its (near) entirety, for that is the impression given by the staple textbooks. Music 
history is presented as a series of discrete, individual works that proceed on from each 
other in neat succession (Cook’s musical “stepping-stones”).6 First lived Bach, then came 
Mozart, Beethoven and Brahms. While the order of these events is, of course, correct, they 
are burdened with a number of issues. Firstly, this upholds the appearance of isolated 
genius which is, at the most basic level, incongruous with the reality of how these figures 
came to be lauded as great composers. This model suggests in part that Mozart only 
listened to Bach before him, and Beethoven only heard Bach and Mozart, and so on, before 
they smoothly reached the status of great composer thanks to their sheer genius. Not only 
did they have a multitude of other artistic and personal influences (e.g. Clara Wieck 
Schumann’s influence on Brahms), this version of history also fails to concede the great 
number of extra-musical events that propelled them towards fame. For instance, concerts 
to provide crucial publicity, engagement with powerful aristocratic patrons who knew other 
powerful people, or the simple fact of being a European man in a world run by European 
men. 
 
Much more problematic, however, is the whole emphasis on the act of composing rather 
than performing, despite music being at heart a performance art. The value of a masterwork 
is taken to be “intrinsic and eternal, regardless of whether anyone appreciates it or not.”7 To 
be included in the canon, all music is judged together on the same aesthetic standards no 
matter what its cultural context. The resulting canon of masterworks all share similar 
origins, which (via inductive reasoning) generates ideas about the assumed genius and 
talent of the composers within, while completely disregarding the social circumstances that 
led to the formation of the canon and its exclusion of certain groups.8 And yet, traditional 
histories of music are weighted so strongly towards musical works that anyone who is not 
celebrated as a composer is automatically excluded. Most accounts of music history feature 
very few performers, even though music needs performers for it to live. 
 
The most glaring example of a group of people hitherto unjustly excluded from traditional 
music histories has to be women. Having been denied a musical education for centuries, 
women were deprived of the educational and professional opportunities that would have 
enabled them to work and be recognised as excellent composers in their own right, which 
would therefore allow them to be included in the canon. The resulting lack of compositions 
by women meant that many (men) assumed that women were simply unable to compose – 
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biologically or otherwise9 – and therefore continued to withhold appropriate training from 
female musicians on the grounds that it would be purposeless. Due to their exclusion from 
the world of professional composition, very few female composers have been able to enter 
the mainstream canon of masterworks. We can attempt to remedy this by: 
 

1. Uncovering little-known female composers who were discouraged, hidden or 
unappreciated in their time, and 

2. Expanding our history of music to include everyone involved in all music-related 
activities so as to appreciate women’s contributions to other areas, particularly 
performance. 

 
These methods should aid efforts to restore historical agency to women in music who have 
been neglected for so long. 
 
The canon is a vehicle for social exclusion. The criteria for deciding whether something can 
enter, though claiming to be objective principles based on the inherent qualities of each 
work, are rather arbitrary and actually defined by institutions10 (conservatoires, radio 
stations, music festival programmes, for example). The illogical nature of canon construction 
can be seen in the tendency to assimilate select ‘others’ into the canon by distancing them 
from their nation or other inconvenient category of origin. For example, both Sibelius and 
Stravinsky have been described as not particularly Finnish or Russian respectively,11 enabling 
the canon-builders to induct them into a more mainstream Western-European 
compositional bloc. 
 
The increasing ‘canonisation’ of popular styles including jazz, rock and pop (e.g. the Beatles’ 
inclusion within the A-level Music syllabus) indicates the belief that the solution here is to 
bring more (or all) music into the canon. However, this still means that some kinds of music 
are still considered more important than others, and it also does not resolve the unjust 
emphasis on musical compositions above performances. I propose that we deconstruct the 
canon as far as is possible so that all music is at an equal standing, and compositions shall no 
longer be the centre of music history. Let me explain my reasoning. 
 
Due to its obsession with notated scores, the unwritten laws of music history state that oral 
traditions cannot produce any masterworks, and the ever-more-confusing distinction 
between ‘high’ and ‘low’ art also bars popular music. Therefore, neither can be part of the 
canon. The conventional conception of masterworks is only valid for a very limited spatio-
temporal region: only ‘high’ art from Western Europe, particularly from the early romantic 
period onwards. Evidently, such a system cannot provide a balanced account of the history 
of music! Almost of all of these issues are consequences of music history’s traditional 
emphasis on compositions. 
 
Yet we must recognise that music, far from being a collection of antiquities, is a social 
practice, situated within a complex web of other social practices. In this way, our new 
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history of music must come to include all music-related activities – Jonathan Stock lists, for 
example, “performances, rehearsals, auditions, lessons, discussions, readings”12 – and 
everyone who is involved in them. Too often, music has been treated as something that can 
simply be plucked from its surroundings and discussed as if it is an autonomous artwork that 
feels no influence from and exerts no influence on the circumstances in which it was created 
and received. Our new way of thinking turns the traditional work-centric hierarchy on its 
head and is far more inclusive, especially since popular music is the genre with which the 
greatest number of people readily engage. 
 
From a score-oriented perspective, performance is often described as an attempt to 
reproduce the composer’s original intentions, even to ‘decode’ the meaning that the 
composer has deposited in the score. The issue is that this conveys the problematic (but 
nevertheless entrenched) idea that the meaning has somehow been ‘encoded’ in the first 
place.13 To the contrary, many would argue that the meaning of music is constructed not by 
the composer but through interaction with a listener. There already is widespread 
agreement that the score is not ‘the music’ but, to further the point, it is only when music is 
performed - and thus only in the reception of such a performance - that it gains meaning. 
Moreover, listeners will attach their own meanings regardless of the composer’s intentions, 
and these meanings are “renewed and regenerated through social usage”,14 as Nicholas 
Cook says. In other words, this voyage of interactions with performers and listeners forms 
the central component of music’s history,15 carrying as much – if not a lot more – value to 
subsequent interpreters as its notation. These acts of interpretation reveal much about the 
dominant attitudes of the times – in the words of Nicholas Cook, “it is musical needs, 
desires and aspirations that form the stuff of history”.16 From this perspective, the 
compositions themselves become rather incidental, since what matters most is how people 
perceive and react to them. 
 
One of the few ways in which compositions have any significant bearing is in the fact that 
what people compose is in part dictated by listeners’ preferences: thus, reception and 
composition, supposedly diametrically opposed acts, inform one another.17 Nevertheless, in 
view of an interpretation-based history, performance history and reception history must 
stand at the centre of a new history of music because of their unmasking of dominant social 
attitudes. This shift away from the focus on musical works necessarily eliminates value 
judgements that are inherent in the aesthetic ideals of the work concept. 
 
We are better equipped to integrate oral traditions within the history of music when it is 
‘doing’-based, since its study is otherwise severely hindered by the limited access to 
recordings: the only concrete evidence of the sonic features of a performance. Relinquishing 
the conventional fixation on musical compositions similarly benefits non-Western (‘world’) 
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musics’ representation in music history. Just as for Western classical music, by examining 
them in relation to their social context we are able to observe how people have interacted 
with them over time. 
 
In conclusion, a closer examination of the history of music as it is traditionally told reveals 
the extent to which it has been constructed as a succession of ‘masterworks’. An 
acknowledgement of the role of music as a social practice will help us shift towards a more 
reception-focused history of music, which is altogether more inclusive and more helpful in 
providing us with information about changing social attitudes. 
 
[2,188 words]  
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